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One morning in the month of August, it 
is monsoon in Bangalore, a city in the 

South of India…

…rain drops and puddles become the 
classroom of joy, sharing, learning and 
overcoming…





Little faces with their smiles upside down are 
waiting at the school portico…

Vocabulary tip:
-Waiting





Jeetu screams out  “Ms. Noni, I hate the 
rains!”

Vocabulary tip :
- scream
- hate





Rita is sulking, sitting on the steps, says 
quietly “Ms. Noni, sandpit is all wet and 

slushy! We can’t slide today .” 

Vocabulary tip :
- sulking
- slushy





“How can we ride our cycles today, 
it’s raining. How boring!” said Minu 

stomping a puddle that has formed near the 
gate.

Vocabulary tip :
- boring
- stomping





Ms. Noni walks into her kinder garten 
school with her large rainbow colored 

umbrella, skipping the little puddles and in 
the pitter-patter of rain…

Vocabulary tip :
- skipping
- puddles
- pitter-patter





Good morning children! says  Ms Noni 
with a big smile and folds her umbrella. 

She has a twinkle in her eyes as she calls out 
for Ms Bena and whispers to her, excitedly 
pointing to the large puddle.

Vocabulary tip :
- whispers
- excitedly





Ms Noni claps her hands and starts 
walking in a small circle as the children 

gather around her  and follow her… she starts 
to sing the Barney song…

Vocabulary tip :
- circle
- gather





If all the raindrops were lemon drops and 
gumdrops?

Oh what a rain that would be.
Standing outside with my mouth open wide.
Ahh-ahh-ahh-ahh-ahh-ahh-ahh-ahh-ahh-
ahh.
If all the raindrops were lemon drops and 
gumdrops?
Oh what a rain that would be.





And lo behold, it starts them all up in their 
wishes and imagination, giggling with 

their mouths open and tongues out!

Vocabulary tip :
- imagination
- giggling





“What do you see Ms Bena? What do 
you hear?” Asked Ms Noni turning 

to Ms Bena. The children are all quiet and 
excitement. They can hear the dub - a – dub 
of their own hearts and pitter-patter of the 
rain drops…

Vocabulary tip :
- dub - a - dub 
- pitter-patter





“Rain drops are making circles in the 
puddle!”

“I can see small circles in big circles!”
“I know, they are called concentric circles, 
Ms. Bena had told us! Right Ms Bena?”
“Right children, like we saw those of 
Kandinsky’s.” 

Vocabulary tip :
- concentric
- Wassily Kandinsky, Russian 
abstract artist





“I can see many colors on the water”
“See here, there’s a rainbow I found”

“Oh yes! I can see… same as I saw when I 
was driving with my parents to Mysore last 
time”

Vocabulary tip :
- rainbow
- driving





“Oh look! The red color monster”
“I can see a flying one”

“I found a horse running – see, that’s the tail 
in the air”
“here, here… I found an apple!”

Vocabulary tip :
- monster 
- running

Vocabulary tip :
- monster 
- running





“It’s like a top of a tornado. I saw it in a movie once”.
“I can see a flag, like it moves up there. Our India 

flag”
“And a color full garden below it.”
“Yes, it looks like all the colors from the flag are running 
away. The white has melted and blue is flying.”
“I can see a fish like the rainbow fish, one in the 
aquarium”.
“I found an earthworm wiggling out of the hole”.

Vocabulary tip :
- tornado
- aquarium
- wiggling
- earthworm





“Ms. Noni! I want to play some more”
“I am hungry now, can I come back 

after lunch?”
“ We had so much fun!”
“Can we do it again tomorrow?”
“Rain is so much fun, will it come again? 
Tomorrow?”
“ I hate it when it does not rain!”





This book wanders through the  PSED (personal, social, emotional 
development) realm and takes the child through a range of emotions. For 

the adults to see any situation as a teaching moment. For both children and 
adults, to have a positive perspective towards nature, and that adversities are 
that when they are treated as such otherwise it’s all opportunity!

The illustrations show layers of the emotions in context of background, 
mid ground and foreground as the children move from the emotions of 

being sullen to  the seekers of joy. Illustration tip will also guide the reader in 
modulating the voice to match the picture.

Glossary of words : mentioned in the notes of the slides as vocabulary tips for 
discretionary delving into if the reader feels the time is right to talk about 

the word or introduce it for the first time.

For The Adults



PSED – adults and children can share situations which could have gone either 
way – adversity/opportunity, small and big events. They can think back or 

pretend forward situation when they can sing, play and learn through any 
difficult time.

Creative Arts – song of rain and understanding primary colors; create 
rhythms around sounds of heart beat and rain drops. Discuss the 

foreground, mid ground and background as perspectives in art and thoughts/
philosophy. Understanding further the layers of images in relation ship to words 
and moods, gives adults and children reasons to go back to the book again 
and again and enjoy discovering the picture book; picture interpretations – 
Picture and page wise, at the end of the book)

Language development – circle time conversations and use of words that 
can  describe happy and sad emotions, listing or narrating – text forms 

for describing events of overcoming. A photo journal of the experience with 
individual/group narrative and/or a poster can be worked upon with the class.

Follow Up




